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Style Sizes

Colours

Description

Abra

5381

32-42 (70-95) A-D Cup

Champagne, Black,
White

Perfect support with the Simplex cup onto which lace has been tailored.
Concealing lace insert. Lace straps

Aerelle

5703

34-48 (75-110) B-E Cup

White, Skin

Embroidered, very light weight soft microfibre. Under bust band of fleecy
microfibre. Three section cup.

Alicia

5756

32-44 (70-100) A-C Cup
32-42 (70-95) D-E Cup

Black/Titan Grey,
Sand/Rose, White

Seamless cups of charmeuse fabric. Contrasting panel at neckline with
motifs. Pockets of breathable microfibre.

Annica

5725

34-50 (75-115) A-C Cup
34-44 (75-100) D Cup

Nude

Calmia

5310

34-44 (75-100) A-D Cup

Dove, Nude, White

Initial post-operative care. Concealing front fastening bra with fibrefill
padding. Soft, flat button/Velcro-type fastener for easy opening and closing.
The flat jacquard pattern does not show through outer garments. The semitransparent tulle panel underlines the delicate effect. Straps are adjustable
and padded at shoulders.
For Radiotherapy and for sensitive skin. Super-soft bustier for protection,
calming and relaxation. Double moulded cups made of microfibre and wide,
flat edging ensure pressure-free comfort. A breast support between the
fabric layers provides firm support. Straps are fully padded, low elasticity
and adjustable.

Caroll

5704

32-42 (70-100) A-C Cup
32-42 (70-95) D-E Cup

Skin, White,
Anthracite

Soft, fine, microfibre, seamless cups of single-layer charmeuse fabric, with
breathable microfibre pockets. Flat padded comfort strap.

Clara

5759

34-50 (75-115) A-D Cup
34-44 (75-100) E-F Cup

White, Skin

Elegant fine microfibre with a three section cup giving a stunning, simple
style. Pockets are skin-friendly in soft cotton knit. Additional comfort padding
in the shoulder area

Ella

5723

32-42 (70-95) A-D Cup

Nine Iron, White

Romantic flower embroidery lends the bra a special young appeal, cotton
pockets in lower cup, shapes and provides additional support

Esther

5309

32-46 (70-105) AA-A Cup
32-42 (70-95) B-C Cup
32-40 (70-90) D Cup

White

Initial post-operative bra. High cotton content for a pleasant skin feel.
Pockets of fine cotton tulle. Straps are wide, stretch and diagonally stabilised
lace straps.

Florence

5720

32-44 (70-100) AA-C Cup
32-42 (70-95) D-E Cup

Champagne/Gold

Very soft, fine microfibre. Narrow tulle panel at neckline and along straps.

Isra

5315

34-50 (75-115) A-C Cup
34-44 (75-100) D Cup

White, Black

Initial post-operative bra. Skin-friendly, stretch cotton, soft bands around the
arms, under the bust and around the neckline. Soft, flat button/Velcro-type
fastener. Cotton pockets. Straps have padded shoulder area.

Lace Rose

5717

32-42 (70-95) A-D Cup

Champagne

Concealing, stretch moulded cup bra with delicate lace. Straps have a very
soft fleecy backing.

Lisa

5726

32-42 (70-95) AA-B Cup
34-40 (75-90) C-D Cup

Praline, White,
Anthracite, Orchid

Made of special High-volume fabric developed especially for Anita. This
unique fabric and tailoring have a concealing effect in the seamless, preshaped cup and at the sides at the back. Wide, flat padded comfort straps.

Livia

5398

32-42 (70-95) A-C Cup

Black, Skin, White

Attractive lace on the upper cup and embroidery around the neckline. Glossy
cup fabric, with cotton pockets and narrow straps.

Malia

5780

32-42 (70-95) AA-D Cup

Black/Titan Grey

Concealing soft cup bra with filigree feather print made of snug microfibre,
with an attractive eye-catching Swarovski crystal on the front panel.

Mona

5358

32-42 (70-95) AA-B Cup

White

Stretch lace, cups padded with fibrefill, suitable for smaller cups

Nastasja

5362

32-42 (70-95) A-D Cup

Skin, White, Black

Microfibre Jacquard pattern with shaping inner construction. Narrow straps
which are transparent at centre for lightweight look

Nice

5778

34-42 (75-95) A-E Cup

Silky Skin

Stylish mis on printed, stretch microfibre with flowers on the cup and cheeky
polka dots on front and back panel. Comfort straps with diagonal stabilised
shoulder padding.

Safina

5349

34-50 (75-115) A-D Cup (this line)
34-44 (75-100) E-F Cup

Black, Skin, Crystal,
White, Bordeaux

Firm supporting fabric in the cup with transparent voile embroidery in upper
cups. (this line & next line same bra)

Safina Body

5348

34-46 (75-105) A-C Cup

Crystal

Functional body, tummy additionally reinforced with tulle panel 2-position
hook fasteners, higher set gusset for easy opening and closing. Softly
padded straps. Cotton knit pockets.

Safina Grey

5349

34-46 (75-105) A-D Cup (this line)
34-44 (75-100) E Cup

Grey Pearl

Stretch cotton pockets. Stretch panel at neckline and around the arms. Wide,
flatly padded comfort straps

Salvia

5322

32-50 (70-115) A-C Cup
32-44 (70-100) D Cup

Champagne

Initial post-operative bra. Particularly suitable during and after radiation
therapy, prevention of lymph build-up at the side under the bust. High quality,
single-knit cotton with elastane and the natural fibre MicroModal. Very soft
towelling fabric on the hook and eye band at the front/back fastener. Wide,
stretch soft under bust band covered with towelling fabric. Outstanding
comfort!

Sanja

5372

34-44 (75-100) B-D Cup

White, Skin

Cotton Jacquard and embroidery. Cotton Pockets. Wide padded straps with
embroidery
Only for small busts: Indications: after partial surgery for breast cancer
treatment/after breast lifts and reconstruction surgery with patients own
tissue. Material: High-function, breathable microfibre bra with front fastener.
Very soft, flat under bust band. Low elasticity Velcro-type fastener comfort
straps, infinitely variable adjustment at front. Flat, shaped seamless cups.
Softly-backed front-fastener.
Double-layered, seamless moulded cups designed especially for Anita,
provide perfect support and are perfect for wearing under close-fitting
garments. Lace motif's at the top of the cups with fine lace running up over
the shoulder straps.

Sports Bra

5523

32-44 (70-100) A-C Cup
32-42 (70-95) D-E Cup

White, Black

Stella

5715

32-42 (70-95) A-D Cup

Skin, White, Black

Tonya

5706

32-42 (70-95) AA-D Cup

Champagne, Black,
Skin

Concealing soft cup bra combined with smooth microfibre, fine straps and
great under T-Shirts.

32-42 (70-95) A-D Cup

Dusty Rose,
Champagne

Fine microfibre cover, transparent panel at the neckline and delicate bow
ribbons are the bra's distinctive features. The shaping underwire is
incorporated in a soft underwire band, the soft edging is particularly soft on
the skin. Straps padded throughout with supple fibrefill

Tonya Chic

5716

Twin

5788

34-42 (75-95) A-D Cup

White, Skin, Black

With its simple and smooth design this bra is ideal for wearing under T-shirts.
Moulded bra made of silky-soft microfibre, with purist edging for a modern
look. Seamless and pre-shaped cups providing excellent support.

Twin Shine

5766

32-42 (70-95) A-D Cup

Champagne

Silky-soft microfibre with a luxurious sheen. A simple and smooth design for
wearing under T-Shirts. Seamless pre-shaped cups with wide, flatly padded
comfort straps

Vanella

5760

32-42 (70-95)

A-E Cup

Black, Crystal

Light tattooware ground with fine embroidery. Embroidered fabric strap.
Lower cup cotton, with sheer top cup..

Versailles

5777

34-42 (75-95) A-E Cup

Crème, Black

Contrasting print in a fine boarder look runs as a uni-coloured panel on the
upper cup through to the comfort strap. Almost invisible pockets made of
semi-transparent micro fibre

Vivana Active

5300

32-42 (70-95) A-E Cup

Black, Skin

High-function sports bra made of coordinated microfibre fabrics - light, soft,
breathable and fast drying. Adjustable, low-elasticity comfort straps, with
additional reinforcement at the shoulders.

Compression Bra

1094

32-52 (70-120) A Cup
30-52 (65-120) B-C Cup
30-46 (65-105) D-E Cup

Black, White

Compression Bra
with Post-op Belt

1095

32-52 (70-120) A Cup
30-52 (65-120) B-C Cup
30-46 (65-105) D-E Cup

Black, White
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Seamless, moulded cups are double-layered, and of stretch cotton fabric.
Side breast support between the layers for a controlled compressive effect
on the side under bust area up to the straps. Straps can be freely adjusted
due to Velcro-type fastener. practical zip, with underlying hook fastener.
Wide, stretch band with cotton on the inside. Indications: After all plastic
surgery breast operations and after segment and quadratic resection.
Applications: Optimum form stabilisation and immobilisation of the operated
breast after all type of plastic surgery. Promotes the healing process by
controlled compression on the scar tissue and relieves the lymph drainage
channels. Prevents pressure marks and tissue irritation by ensuring and
exact individual fit and maximum skin-friendliness.
Refer to compression bra 1094. Indication: After all plastic surgery breast
operations. Post-op belt 0055:- The special belt in anatomical form is
secured at the back and closed at the front with a Velcro-type fastener.
Controlled compression on the scar area. Anchorage of implants, prevents
dislocation.

